Life is a cabaret at Authentic Gaming
Supplier to live-stream two-weeks of cabaret performances from
the casino floor to its operator partners
Malta: 18th July, 2017 – Innovative live casino provider Authentic Gaming has lined
up two weeks of glitzy cabaret performances that will be live-streamed in high
definition to its online casino operator partners. Yet another ‘first’ for the online gaming
industry!
Performances will be live-streamed every night from Monday 21st August to Sunday
3rd September from the gaming floor of the Casino International, operated by Casino
Austria International and located within the Hilton Hotel in Batumi, Georgia.
The performances take place at 21:30CET and 23:00CET, with headline acts every
Thursday night including The IT Girls from London and the Paris Cabaret Group, who
will take to the stage on 24th August and 31st August respectively.
Authentic Live Entertainment! allows players to watch shows, performances and
celebrity appearances while they continue playing live roulette on their desktop
computers and mobile devices, bringing the gaming experience to life, without any
compromise of the game.
Contrary to the at times isolated experience of playing online, LIVE! Entertainment will
be a very social experience, as you can play at the same time with your friends and
share the experience together from different locations, while experiencing the same
excitement as the patrons in the real casino.
Jonas Delin, managing director of Authentic Gaming, said: “We have put together
an incredible line-up of cabaret performances over a two-week period that will
transport online players to the heart of the gaming floor.
“The best thing, of course, is that while the shows are taking place they can continue
to play their favourite live roulette games. It takes the player experience to the next
level, while allowing land-based operators to showcase their entertainment offerings.”
The supplier’s flagship Authentic Roulette product streams live from tables located on
the floors of real casinos the world over; it means the tables are real, the croupiers are
real, the cards and chips are real and, most importantly, the other players are real.
The footage is captured via discreet HD cameras located above the wheel and around
the table and is streamed to Authentic’s network of B2B online casino clients, which
include the Kindred Group, LeoVegas, Unibet and MariaCasino.com
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Editor’s notes:
About Authentic Gaming:
Authentic Gaming is a provider of premium live casino systems to online and land-based gaming
operators. All Authentic Gaming tables are broadcasted live from the floors of luxurious resort casinos
across the world. The company was founded in 2015 and is headquartered in Malta.

